ABSTRACT. This paper presents a general method of solving equational problems in all equational classes of algebras whose congruence lattices are distributive, such as those consisting of lattices, relation algebras, cylindric algebras, orthomodular lattices, lattice-ordered rings, lattice-ordered groups,
Indeed, there may exist no finite solution even for certain classes of lattices ([l] , [26] ), or even for certain classes K consisting of a single finite algebra ( [23] , [33] ).
In a series of papers ([45Í, [44] , [47] ), R. Wille has developed a strikingly different description of the members of Ke for any class K of lattices defined by noncontainment of a copy of a fixed, finite partly ordered set. (Such classes include the width, breadth, and length cases mentioned above.) Wille's description, phrased in terms of "primitive subsets," is an almost pictorial condition involving weak projectivities and is especially suitable for computation.
In the present paper, Wille's description of Ke by primitive subsets [47] and the author's description of Ke by equational axioms [2] will be simultaneously generalized from the case of lattices to a setting which will be seen to be the most natural: the case where K lies inside any equational class E of algebras whose lattices of congruence relations are distributive. Such "congruence-distributive"
equational classes E were characterized in a fundamental paper of Jonsson [20] .
Examples include not only the class of lattices but also any equational class of lattice-ordered algebras, such as the Heyting algebras of intuitionistic logic [38] , orthomodular lattices [18] , lattice-ordered groups [ll] , and lattice-ordered rings ( [ll]» [19] Except in the cases of lattices, Heyting algebras, arithmetic rings, and orthomodular lattices, only a few isolated axiom problems AP(K) for congruence-distributive equational classes seem to have been previously studied or solved.
The first section will be devoted to a generalization of Wille's theory; it will be shown that if a subclass K of a congruence-distributive equational class E is defined by UDE's, then Ke consists of all algebras in E which satisfy these sentences "primitively." As corollaries, Wille's theorem on primitive sets and
Jonsson's theorem of [20] The second section will show how the notion of primitive satisfaction leads directly to solutions of axiom problems for congruence-distributive equational classes E in which the intersection of two principal congruence relations is always principal.
Typical examples of such classes include those consisting of Heyting algebras, relation algebras, arithmetic rings, vector groups, F-rings,and cylindric algebras of finite dimension, in addition to the more elementary cases of distributive lattices, Boolean algebras, and zz-valued Post algebras. In addition to producing easy explicit solutions of axiom problems, the methods of this section shed light on the property of being finitely subdirectly irreducible and on the existence of finite solutions to axiom problems. In particular, for such equational classes, an easy proof is given of the fact that finite algebras have finite equational bases. §3 shows, for congruence-distributive equational classes, how to express a finite meet of principal congruence relations as a join of principal congruence relations.
In §4, the results of §1 and §3 are used to solve the axiom problems AP(K)
explicitly for all K studied in §1. Finally, in §5 a method is given for reducing finitely many identities to a single identity, relative to any congruence-distributive equational class.
The notion of primitive satisfaction can be further developed in terms of congruence-valued logic [3] .
For the necessary concepts of lattice theory and universal algebra, see Birkhoff [7] , Grätzer [12] , [l3l, and Jonsson [21 ] . Tarski [4l] presents a useful and comprehensive survey of equational logic, the broader context of this paper.
For algebras, let us use the notation U = (A; o , y < v). (This formality will be relaxed in the case of lattices L.) All algebras in a given discussion will be assumed to be of a fixed type and all polynomial symbols (formal polynomials, terms) p will be assumed to be formed from corresponding operation symbols, with variables as indicated. The lattice of congruence relations of an algebra U will be denoted by 0(fl). The smallest member of 0(u) which identifies a and b £ A will be written 6ia, b); congruence relations of this form are said to be principal.
u is subdirectly irreducible (SI) when ®(u) has a least nonzero element and is finitely subdirectly irreducible (FSI) when 0 in ©((f) is meet-irreducible. Wille's main theorem can be phrased as follows.
1.1. Theorem (Wille [47] , rephrased). Let P be a finite partly ordered set, and let K be the class of all lattices which contain no subset order-isomorphic to P. Then Ke consists of all lattices which contain no primitive subset orderisomorphic to P.
In [2], the author showed how to describe such a class K using a sentence which is a universally quantified disjunction of equations (UDE) This analysis suggests that Wille's result can be generalized as follows, a fact observed independently by C. Herrmann [17] and the author. The proof will be given below as 1.7. 
This fact suggests the following generalization of Wille's theory, a generalization on which the remainder of this paper is based.
1.4.
Definition. An algebra u satisfies the UDE
primitively iin symbols, U Np S) if Q. obeys the congruence condition (14*) /orojiy o1,...,offleA, OifAa), gj(a)) n... n 6ifNia), gNia)) = 0 in 0(3).
// 2 is a set of UDE's, Q satisfies 2 primitively (Ö f=p 2) when â Np S for all S £ 2-1.5. Theorem (Primitive Satisfaction Theorem). Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class, and let 2 be a set of UDE's. If K consists of all members of E which satisfy 2, then Ke consists precisely of those algebras in E which satisfy 2 primitively.
Before proving this theorem (see 1.12 below) let us pause to examine several basic facts about primitive satisfaction and to draw several corollaries.
1.6. Observations.
(1) // S is an identity (Le., N = 1), then primitive satisfaction for S reduces to ordinary satisfaction for S.
(2) // fl is SI, then primitive satisfaction for U agrees with ordinary satisfaction, since 0 in ©(u) is meet-irreducible. 1.12. Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let K be the class of all algebras in E which satisfy 2 primitively. We must show that K = Ke. This equality will follow immediately if it can be shown that K is an equational class. Indeed, by Observation 1.6(3), K C Kp, so Ke C_ K ; on the other hand, the inclusion K C Ke follows from the fact that K is generated by its SI members [6], which by Observation 1.6(2) are in K, hence are in Ke.
To show Kp is equational, let us verify that K is closed under formation of subalgebras, direct products, and homomorphic images [5] . It suffices to check that primitive satisfaction of each individual UDE S e 2 is preserved under these three constructions. Write
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use all Heyting algebras whose width as lattices is at most », i.e., such that of any n + 1 elements, some two are comparable. Solve AP(WR).
2.2. Problem. Let RA be the class of relation algebras (Tarski [40] , jóns-son and Tarski [22] ), i.e., algebras (A, V, A, -,, 0, 1, ;, w, 1'), subject to certain identities based on the properties of the algebra of binary relations on a set.
Let B be the set of relation algebras which are finite with at most n atoms, or equivalently, which have breadth at most n (i.e., the join of any n + 1 elements is redundant.) Solve AP(B_). n (rings with distributive ideal lattices). For recent theory see [27] , [34] , and [43].
Let Cn m be the class of all members of AR (772) which have at most n elements.
Solve AP(C ).
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As an example of the approach to be used in solving such problems, the following proposition and solution are representative. 
More generally, if 2 is a set of UDE's and K is the class of algebras of E which satisfy 2, then one solution to AP(K) consists of the identities
together with a set of defining identities for E.
When we attempt to apply this theorem, several questions naturally arise:
( (1) E has the PIP;
(2) E has a pair of principal intersection polynomials in 2N variables for some N > 2; (3) E has such polynomials for all N > 2.
For example, Heyting algebras, relation algebras, and cylindric algebras of finite dimension are known to share the PIP and so must have principal intersection polynomials.
Proof. We already know (2) «(3) and (2) =» (1). For (1)=* (2), let F = Fia , by a , b2, r., r , • • • ) be the free E-algebra on the countably many generators in any countably generated algebra in E. But by Mai cev's internal description of principal congruence relations, quoted as Theorem 3.3 below, a principal congruence relation dia, b) on any algebra 3 is the set-union of the corresponding principal congruence relations on those finitely generated subalgebras of 3 which contain a and b. The condition (2.6) follows for arbitrary algebras in E. Thus
(2) holds with N = 2, and the proof is complete.
For the third question, that of finding suitable, explicit D¿, , Dj ' for E, one answer has been provided by the proof just concluded:
Compute diay by) Ci dia2, b2) in the free algebra Fia., b,, a,, />,), express it as a principal congruence relation to obtain Df, ', Dj , and then compute D^', D'j by induction.
In some cases this procedure is easy; in others, however, the free algebra is complex and the necessary computation of congruence relations is difficult. Instead, the following characterization can be used to invent the D. on an ad hoc basis.
2.9. Proposition. Ler E be a congruence-distributive equational class. In particular, CA in) has the PIP.
The situation for finite-dimensional polyadic algebras is similar. 2.14. Proposition. Let L be a distributive lattice and let a^, by a2, b2 £ L. Then diay by) C\ Ö(a2, b2)= dimiay a2, by), miav b2, by)), where mix, y, z) is the lattice median ix V y) A (x V z) A (y V z).
Proof. The only SI distributive lattice is the two-element chain 2 = (0, ll.
The condition (2.9*) is immediate. In this connection, G. Grätzer had previously established that if ßj < £>x and fl2 <b2 in a distributive lattice L, then diay by) H 0(a2, b2) = (b) Any subalgebra of an SI or FSI algebra is FSI.
(c) // K is any strictly elementary positive universal subclass of E, then AP(K) has a finite solution.
(d) If U is any finite algebra in E, then Ö has a finite equational basis.
(e) In the lattice of equational subclasses of E, the finitely based members form a sublattice.
The proof will be given as 2.17 below. This property is actually equivalent to the conjunction of (a) and (b) and is almost equivalent to each of (c) and (e).
Details will appear elsewhere. it has been shown (Corollary 2.14) that indeed dia y ¿j)0 dia2, b2)= di(a., b.) * (a2, b2)\) We are thus forced to examine in more detail the structure of principal congruence relations. This structure is given by a theorem said by Grätzer [12, p. 54 ] to be implicit in Mal'cev [24] . The key ingredient is the concept of a "unary algebraic function": a function çS on an algebra to itself obtained by freezing all entries except one in some polynomial, i.e., (f>iu The bulk of the proof will be broken into a series of lemmas for later reference; the balance of the proof will be completed under 3.9 below. The proof is a mixture of the theorems of Jonsson and Mai cev.
Let E, n, the polynomial symbols tk, 3, the operations *k, and their manner of association be as in Theorem 3-4. Here the disjoint sets of variables x, y together fill the role of x. By careful reasoning, it is possible to show that the map u -> a , and hence iff, can be omitted, resulting in one identity in place of four. An even simpler identity can be found, but by an ad hoc method.
In this example, observe that since J is finite, any problem AP(K reí LG)
will have a finite answer whenever K is definable by finitely many positive universal sentences. The theorem follows immediately from the following two claims: Claim 1. Relative to E, any identity is equivalent to a finite set of dominated identities.
Claim 2. Any finite set of dominated identities, relative to E, is equivalent to a single identity.
Using these claims, any finite set of identities can be replaced by a finite set of dominated identities and then reduced to a single identity.
To prove the first claim, let us verify that an arbitrary identity (Vx)f(x) = g(x)
can be replaced by the set of identities (VxXVa, v)tk(u, f(x), v) = t. gle identity reduces to (Vy)gj(y) = g2(y).
5.2. Corollary. // E is a congruence-distributive equational class with at most countably many operations, then any equational subclass of E can be defined, relative to E, by a sequence of identities of increasing strength.
R. Padmanabhan [37] has established that the defining conditions for a median polynomial can be expressed by a single, more complicated identity. R. Quackenbush has noted that Theorem 5.1 then has the following consequence.
Corollary.
// E is a finitely based equational class with a median polynomial, then E is 2-based, i.e., E can be defined by two identities. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
